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a b s t r a c t
The weighted m-d matching and m-set packing problems (m ≥ 3) are usually solved
through approximation algorithms. In this paper, we define the parameterized versions
of these problems and study their algorithms. For the weighted m-set packing problem,
we develop a parameterized algorithm of running time O(12.8mknO(1)), which is based on
the recently improved color-coding technology and dynamic programming. By refining
the techniques, we also develop a more efficient parameterized algorithm of running time
O(12.8(m−1)knO(1)) for the weighted m-d matching problem, which is a restricted version
of the weightedm-set packing problem.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Matching and packing problems are among the most often studied combinatorial problems. In particular, the m-
d matching problem and the m-set packing problems are widely applied to many fields such as scheduling, coding
optimization, and biology computation. Them-d matching problem can be regarded as a special case of them-set packing
problem. In the following, we first list a number of related definitions for them-set packing problem. A collection of sets is
a packing if no two sets in the collection intersect.
Definition 1 (m-set packing [7]). Given a collection S of n sets, inwhich each set contains atmostm elements, find a packing
in S that contains the maximum number of sets.
A packing is a k-packing if it consists of exactly k sets.
Definition 2 ((Parameterized) m-set packing [5]). Given a pair (S, k), where S is a collection of n sets, in which each set
contains at mostm elements, and k is an integer, either construct a k-packing in S or report that no k-packing exists in S.
Them-set packing problem can be generalized by allowing each set to have an associatedweight, which is a non-negative
real number. In the weighted case, theweight of a packing is defined to be the sum of the weights of the sets in the packing.
Definition 3 ((Weighted) m-set packing [2]). Given a collection S of nweighted sets (i.e., each set has an associatedweight),
each contains at mostm elements, find a packing of the maximum weight in S.
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The m-set packing problem is NP-complete [7], which means that it has no polynomial time exact algorithm unless
P = NP. Nevertheless, researchers have been dealing with it through some effective approaches. In particular, with
the development of parameterized computation theory, people have employed efficient parameterized computational
techniques to solve the parameterized version of the problem (i.e. the problem defined in Definition 2) and obtained a
series of improved algorithms [5,9,10]. Very recently, Liu et al. [10] developed an algorithm of running time O∗(4.613k) for
the parameterized 3-set packing problem using an improved color-coding construction, which is the best result up to now
for the parameterized 3-set packing problem.
On the other hand, to the authors’ knowledge, there has not been any study for parameterized algorithms for theweighted
m-set packing problem. The weighted m-set packing problem is also NP-hard [2] and was studied in the research of
approximation algorithms. The best approximation algorithm for the weighted m-set packing problem is due to Chandra
and Halldorsson [2], who gave an approximation algorithm of approximation ratio 2(m+ 1)/3 for the problem.
The current paper aims at using the theory and techniques of parameterized computation theory to develop efficient
algorithms for theweightedm-set packing problem and theweightedm-dmatching problem. The parameterizedweighted
m-set packing problem and the parameterized weightedm-d matching problem are defined as follows.
Definition 4 ((Parameterized Weighted) m-set packing). Given a pair (S, k), where S is a collection of n weighted sets, in
which each set contains at most m elements, and k is an integer, either find a k-packing of the maximum weight in S, or
report that no k-packing exists in S.
The m-d matching problem is a restricted version of the m-set packing problem. Let A1, . . . , Am be m pairwise disjoint
finite symbol sets. Each (ordered) tuple (a1, . . . , am), which is an element in A1 × · · · × Am (i.e., ai ∈ Ai for all i), is called
an m-tuple. A matching is a collection of m-tuples in which no two tuples share a common symbol, and an k-matching is a
matching containing exactly k m-tuples. In the weighted case, each m-tuple is associated with a non-negative weight, and
the weight of a matching is equal to the sum of the weights of them-tuples in the matching.
Definition 5 ((Parameterized Weighted) m-d matching). Given a pair (S, k), where S is a collection of nweightedm-tuples,
and k is an integer, either find a k-matching of the maximum weight in S, or report no k-matching exists in S.
We remark that parameterized algorithms for other weighted NP-hard problems have appeared in the literature. For
instance, Fernau studied the parameterized complexity for the weighted vertex cover problem and for the weighted edge
subgraph problem [6], and Guo and Niedermeier developed parameterized algorithms for the weighted tree-like set cover
problem [8].
Wewill concentrate on parameterized algorithms for the problems given in Definitions 4 and 5. The paper is organized as
follows. In Section 2, we provide some related preliminaries and lemmas. In Section 3, we present in detail a parameterized
algorithm for theweightedm-set packing problem. In Section 4, on the basis of the previous section, we give amore efficient
parameterized algorithm for the weightedm-d matching problem. Section 5 provides conclusion of the paper.
2. Preliminaries
Before presenting our parameterized algorithms, we give some related terminologies and lemmas.
Fix m finite symbol sets A1, . . ., Am. For an m-tuple ρ = (a1, . . . , am) in A1 × · · · × Am, denote by Val(ρ) the set
{a1, . . . , am}, and let Vali(ρ) = {ai} for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m. For a collection S of m-tuples, define Val(S) = ⋃ρ∈S Val(ρ), and
Vali(S) =⋃ρ∈S Vali(ρ), for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m. The symbols in Vali(S)will be called the i-th dimension symbols of S.
Definition 6 ([6]). A parameterizedmaximization problem P can be specified by: (1) a set IP of instances; (2) for each instance
x ∈ IP , a set of feasible solutions SP(x); (3) ameasure function fP yielding the value fP(x, y) for any feasible solution y ∈ SP(x)
for an instance x ∈ IP ; and (4) a distinguished part of the instance called the parameter k that is an integer. The objective is
for each given instance x ∈ IP to find a feasible solution y ∈ SP(x) such that f (x, y) is maximized.
To study the complexity of parameterized maximization problems, we introduce the following concept.
Definition 7. A parameterized maximization problem P is fixed parameter tractable if there is an algorithm A that, given an
instance x in IP , returns a feasible solution y0 in SP(x) such that fP(x, y0) = max{fP(x, y) | y ∈ SP(x)} if SP(x) 6= ∅; or reports
that SP(x) = ∅. Moreover, the running time of the algorithm A should be bounded by O(g(k) | x |O(1)), for a fixed function g .
Recent research has shown that color-coding [1] is a very important technique for solving parameterized problems [3].
It will also be the main technique used in this paper. For this, we give the precise definition and related results as follows.
Definition 8. Let S be a set of elements. A k-coloring of S is a function mapping S to the set {1, 2, . . . , k}. A subsetW of S is
colored properly by a coloring f if no two elements inW are colored with the same color under f .
Definition 9. A collection C of k-colorings of a set S is a k-color coding scheme if for every subsetW of k elements in S, there
is a k-coloring in C that colorsW properly. The size of the k-color coding scheme C is the number of k-colorings in C.
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Fig. 1. An algorithm on a colored collection ofm-sets.
The concept of color-coding was introduced by Alon, Yuster, and Zwick [1], who proved that for a set of n elements there
exists a k-color coding scheme whose size is bounded by O(2O(k)n). Progress has been made by Chen et al. [3] recently.
Lemma 1 ([3]). For any finite set S of n elements and any integer k, n ≥ k, there is a k-color coding scheme C of size O(6.4kn)
for the set S. Moreover, such a k-color coding scheme can be constructed in time O(6.4kn).
3. An algorithm for weighted m-set packing
Before we formally present our algorithm, we give a brief explanation on the main techniques of the algorithm.
Our algorithm is heavily based on the color-coding technique. In fact, color-coding is a main technique in the research of
unweighted matching and packing problems all along [3,5,10]. In particular, for unweighted 3-set packing, Chen et al. [3]
presented an algorithm of running time O∗(12.83k) based on color-coding. Liu et al. [10] also developed a dynamic
programming to decidewhether there exists a properly colored k-packingunder a g-coloring f of the elements in an instance.
Employing some similar techniques in these algorithms, we develop an algorithm for weightedm-set packing.
In the following, we present our algorithm for the weightedm-set packing problem in detail.
Let (S, k) be an instance of the problem, where S is a collection of weighted m-sets and k is the parameter. To simplify
our discussion, for an element a in anm-set in a sub-collection S ′ of S, we simply say that a is an element in S ′.
Suppose that we use an (mk)-coloring f to color all the elements in S. We say that a packing P in S is properly colored
under f if no two elements in P are colored with the same color under f .
First we suppose that the collection S contains a k-packing. Moreover, we suppose that at least one of the k-packings
in the collection S is properly colored under f . We give an algorithm that, under the k-coloring f , finds a properly colored
k-packing that has the maximum weight over all properly colored k-packings in the collection S.
We also need some notations and terminologies in our algorithm. For a packing P in S, we will use the notation cl(P) to
denote the set of colors that are used to color the elements in the packing P . In this case, we also say that the packing P uses
the color set cl(P). Note that the color set cl(P) contains exactly ml colors if the packing P is properly colored and contains
exactly l m-sets, and that two packings may use the same color set.
LetQ be a family1 of properly colored packings, and let P be a properly colored packing not inQ. By ‘‘updating the family
Q with the packing P ’’, we mean we perform the following procedure on Q: (1) if Q does not contain a properly colored
packing that uses the color set cl(P) and if P contains no more than k m-sets, then add P to Q; (2) if Q contains a properly
colored packing P1 that uses cl(P), but the weight of P1 is smaller than the weight of P , then replace P1 in Q by P; and (3)
in all other cases, do nothing. This procedure to be performed is crucial for the weighted m-set packing problem, and also
makes our algorithm different from the algorithm in [10].
Our algorithm is given in Fig. 1.
Theorem 1. If the collection S contains at least one properly colored k-packing under f , then the algorithm SLMP (S, k, f ) returns
a properly colored k-packing whose weight is the maximum over all properly colored k-packings under f in S.
Proof. Step 1 is obviously correct: nom-set inwhich two elements have the same color can be in a properly colored packing.
From step 4 of the algorithm, it can be seen that every packing added toQ is a properly colored packing. Therefore, if the
algorithm returns a k-packing in step 5, the packing must be a properly colored k-packing.
1We use ‘‘family’’ for a collection of packings because each packing itself is a collection ofm-sets.
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At step 2, we assume that the collection S contains them-sets ρ1, ρ2, . . ., ρr .
Let S0 = ∅, and for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ r , let Si = {ρ1, ρ2, . . . , ρi}. We prove the following claim by induction on i:
Claim. For all j ≤ k, if Si contains a properly colored j-packing P0, then after the i-th execution of the for-loop in step 4 of the
algorithm, the family Q contains a properly colored j-packing that uses the color set cl(P0) and has the maximum weight in Si
over all properly colored j-packings that use the color set cl(P0).
The initial case i = 0 is trivial since Si = ∅ andQ = ∅.
Now consider a general value i ≥ 1. Suppose that the collection Si has a properly colored j-packing P0 (j ≤ k). Without
loss of generality, let P0 be a properly colored j-packing that has the maximum weight over all properly colored j-packings
in Si that use the color set cl(P0). Let ρq be them-set in P0 with the largest index q. There are two cases.
Case 1. q < i. Then P0 is also a properly colored j-packing in the collection Sq. Obviously, P0 has the maximum weight
over all properly colored j-packings in Sq that use the color set cl(P0). Therefore, by the inductive hypothesis, after the q-th
execution of the for-loop in step 4, the family Q contains a properly colored j-packing P that uses the color set cl(P0) and
has the maximum weight over all properly colored j-packings in Sq that use the color set cl(P0). This implies that P and P0
have the same weight and use the same color set. Since the only operations we allow to updateQ are to add a packing and
to replace a packing of smaller weight by a packing using the same color set but with a larger weight, we conclude that after
the i-th execution of the for-loop in step 4 (note q < i), the familyQmust contain a properly colored j-packing P that uses
the color set cl(P0) and has weight at least as large as that of P0. By the definition of P0, P is a properly colored j-packing that
uses the color set cl(P0) and has the maximumweight over all properly colored j-packings in Si that use the color set cl(P0).
Thus, the induction goes through.
Case 2. q = i. Then allm-sets ρp in P1 = P0 − ρq must have their index p bounded by i− 1. Thus, P1 is a properly colored
(j− 1)-packing in the collection Si−1. In fact, P1 must have the maximum weight over all properly colored (j− 1)-packings
in Si−1 that use the color set cl(P1)—otherwise, the packing P0 would have not been a properly colored j-packing with the
maximumweight over all j-packings in Si that use the color set cl(P0). By the inductive hypothesis on i−1, after the (i−1)-st
execution of the for-loop in step 4, the familyQ contains a properly colored (j− 1)-packing P ′1 that uses the color set cl(P1)
and has the same weight as P1. Therefore, during the i-th execution of step 4, when this (j − 1)-packing P ′1 is considered,
them-set ρq and P ′1 will make a properly colored j-packing, which will consequently makesQ to include a properly colored
j-packing that uses the color set cl(P0) and has weight equal to the weight of P0. Thus, the induction also goes through.
This proves the claim. The theorem now follows directly: let P0 be a properly colored k-packing whose weight is the
maximum over all properly colored k-packings in S. Since S = Sr , by the claim, when step 4 is completely done and we
reach step 5, the family Q contains a properly colored k-packing P that uses the color set cl(P0) and has weight at least
as large as that of P0. In consequence, the k-packing P is properly colored and has the maximum weight over all properly
colored k-packings in the collection S. 
The complexity of the algorithm SLMP is given in the following theorem.
Theorem 2. The time complexity of the algorithm SLMP(S, k, f) is O(2mkknm), where n is the number of m-sets in the input
collection S.
Proof. Its complexity can be analyzed with the similar techniques in [10]. By our rules of updating the familyQ,Q contains
only properly colored j-packings, where j ≤ k. In particular, each packing in Q uses a color set that contains at most km
colors. Moreover, for each color set of at most km colors, the familyQ contains at most one packing that uses the color set.
Since there are no more than 2mk color sets that use at most mk colors, we conclude that the total number of packings in
Q is bounded by 2mk. Now in step 4, for each packing P in Q (there are at most 2km such P) and for each m-set ρi (there
are at most n such ρi), in time O(mk)we can check if P and ρi can make a new properly colored packing and howQ can be
updated (for this we can keep an array of size 2km to record the status of all color sets). In conclusion, the running time of
the algorithm is bounded by O(2mkknm). 
Now we are ready for our main result for this section. Consider the algorithm given in Fig. 2, in which the step 4.2, 4.3
and 4.4 make our algorithm different from the algorithm in [3].
Theorem 3. The algorithm SMP solves the parameterized weighted m-set packing problem in time O(12.8mk(mn)2k), where n
is the number of m-sets in the collection S.
Proof. The existence of the (mk)-color coding scheme C and its construction complexity are given by Lemma 1.
Suppose that the collection S contains a k-packing. Let P1 be a k-packing in S whose weight is the maximum over all
k-packings in S. The packing P1 contains exactlymk elements. Since C is an (mk)-color coding scheme for the element setµ,
there is an (mk)-coloring f0 in C such that P1 is properly colored under f0. When step 4.2 calls the algorithm SLMP(S, k, f0),
by Theorem 1, a properly colored k-packing P is returned whose weight is at least as large as that of P1. By the definition of
the packing P1, the packing P is a k-packing of the maximum weight. Thus, the following step 4.4 will record a k-packing
of the maximum weight in P0, which will be returned in step 5. Thus, in this case the algorithm SMP(S, k) will correctly
produce a k-packing of the maximum weight in the collection S.
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Fig. 2. Algorithm for weightedm-set packing.
On the other hand, if the collection S does not contain a k-packing, then since the algorithm SLMP is correct, step 4.2 will
never return a k-packing, and the set P0 will keep empty. Thus, in this case, the algorithm SMP(S, k)will correctly report in
step 5 that the collection S contains no k-packing.
Finally, we consider the complexity of the algorithm. Since the (mk)-color coding scheme C has O(6.4mkN) =
O(6.4mkmn) (mk)-colorings, the loop 4.1-4.4 is executed O(6.4mkmn) times. Each execution of the loop, by Theorem 2, takes
time O(2mkknm). We conclude that the running time of the algorithm SMP(S, k) is bounded by O(12.8mk(mn)2k). 
4. An algorithm for weighted m-d matching
The weighted m-d matching problem is a restricted version of the weighted m-set packing problem. Therefore, the
algorithm presented in the previous section can be directly applied to the weightedm-d matching problem. In this section,
we show that for this restricted version, we can develop an even more efficient algorithm.
Recall that an instance of the parameterized weighted m-d matching problem is a pair (S, k), where S is a collection
of weighted m-tuples, and each m-tuple is an element in the product set A1 × · · · × Am of m pairwise disjoint symbol sets
A1, . . . , Am. Instead of coloring all symbols in the collection S using an (mk)-coloring, wewill only use an ((m−1)k)-coloring
to color the symbols in the 2nd to them-th dimensions in S. Again let f be an ((m− 1)k)-coloring on the symbols in the 2nd
to them-th dimensions in S. Againwe say that amatching is properly colored if no two symbols in its 2nd tom-th dimensions
are colored with the same color.
Similar to what we did form-set packing, for amatchingM in S, wewill use the notation cl(M) to denote the set of colors
that are used to color the (2nd tom-th dimension) symbols in the matchingM . In this case, we also say that the matchingM
uses the color set cl(M). For a family Q of properly colored matchings and for a properly colored matching M not in Q, we
update the familyQwith the matchingM by performing the following procedure onQ: (1) ifQ does not contain a properly
coloredmatching that uses the color set cl(M) and ifM contains nomore than k m-tuples, then addM toQ; (2) ifQ contains
a properly colored matching M1 that uses the color set cl(M), but the weight of M1 is smaller than the weight of M , then
replaceM1 inQ byM; and (3) in all other cases, do nothing.
Consider the algorithm given in Fig. 3.
Theorem 4. If S has at least one properly colored k-matching, then the algorithm SLMM (S, k, f ) returns a properly colored
k-matching whose weight is the maximum over all properly colored k-matchings in the collection S. The running time of the
algorithm SLMM (S, k, f ) is bounded by O(2(m−1)kkn2m), where n is the total number of m-tuples in the input collection S.
Proof. The proof of the correctness of the algorithm SLMM(S, k, f ) is similar to that for the algorithm SLMP, which was
given in the proof of Theorem 1. Thus, we only describe the difference here.
As given in the algorithm, let S ′i = {ρ1, . . . , ρr} be the collection ofm-tuples in S ′ whose symbols in the first dimension
are in {x1, . . . , xi}. Define S ′ij = {ρ1, . . . , ρj} for 1 ≤ j ≤ r . Then we can prove the following claim by induction.
Claim. For all q ≤ k, if S ′ij contains a properly colored q-matching P0, then during the i-th execution of the for-loop in step 5 and
after the j-th execution of the for-loop in step 5.2, the familyQnew contains a properly colored q-matching in S ′ij that uses the color
set cl(P0) and has the maximum weight over all properly colored q-matchings in S ′ij that use the color set cl(P0).
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Fig. 3. Algorithm for weightedm-d matching.
With this claim, as proceeded in Theorem 1, we can easily prove that the algorithm SLMM(S, k, f ) produces a properly
colored k-matching of the maximum weight over all properly colored k-matchings in the collection S, in case such a k-
matching exists.
As for the running time of the algorithm, note that f is an ((m − 1)k)-coloring that uses only (m − 1)k colors, and that
for each color set, the familyQold (and the familyQnew) records at most one matching. Thus, the total number of matchings
inQold is bounded by 2(m−1)k. From this, we can prove, in the way similar to that for the algorithm SLMP, that an execution
of the entire step 5.2 takes time bounded by O(2(m−1)kknm). Now the theorem follows because the number h of symbols in
the first dimension of S is bounded by the number n ofm-tuples in S. 
Now, completely similar to that of Theorem 3, but by constructing an ((m − 1)k)-color coding scheme for the symbols
in the 2nd to them-th dimensions in the collection S, we conclude with the following theorem.
Theorem 5. The parameterized weighted m-d matching problem can be solved in time O(12.8(m−1)km2n3k), where n is the
number of m-tuples in the input collection S.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, we study the parameterized weighted m-set packing problem and the parameterized weighted m-d
matching problem. By applying the theory and techniques recently developed in parameterized computation theory,
we developed fixed-parameter tractable algorithms for the problems. As far as we know, the fixed-parameter tractable
algorithms presented in the current paper are the first group of exact algorithms for solving these weighted problems.2
Subgraph packing problems have recently drawn much attention [4,11]. The algorithms presented in the current paper
can be directly applied to solve the weighted versions of many subgraph packing problems, such as the graph packing
problem and the graph edge-packing problem studied in [4,11].
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